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INTRODUCTION 
The present paper grew out of an attempt by us to use the Malliavin 
calculus to prove hypercontractive stimates. As it turned out, what we 
found is that when the approach which we adopted works, not only hyper- 
contractive but also much stronger estimates can usually be proved. When 
we first encountered these stronger estimates, we were quite incredulous and 
sought the advice of L. Gross. Much to our surprise, Gross told us that 
during the same week in which we called he had received from E. B. Davies 
and B. Simon an article [I] containing very similar results. Thanks to Gross, 
we obtained, shortly thereafter, a copy of [ 1 ] and were able to confirm that, 
indeed, we had stumbled on the same phenomenon as had (apparently to 
their surprise as well) Davies and Simon 4 months earlier. Because of the 
close connection between our work and theirs, the rest of this introduction 
will provide an explanation not only of what it is that we learned they had 
already discovered but also what, if any, advantages our results have over 
theirs. 
Let {P,: ‘T > 0) be a conservative Markov semigroup on C,(RN) and 
suppose that m is a {P,: T > O}-invariant probability measure on RN. Then, 
as a consequence of Jensen’s inequality, for each T > 0 and p E [0, 001 the 
operator P, is a contraction on L"(m) into itself. This property of 
{P,: T > 0) is a purely measure-theoretic phenomenon, and, as such, it 
asserts nothing about the regularizing nature of the operators P,. In contrast 
to the preceding contraction property, a regularization must entail some 
degree of improvement by the action of {PT: T > 0). One of the subtlest 
regularization properties that a Markov semigroup can have is the one which 
* The research of both authors was sponsored in part by NSF Grant MCS 83 10542 while 
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E. Nelson discovered is possessed by the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup 
(PT = exp [ T(d - x . V)] with m(dx) = (27r)-N’2 exp[-x2/2] dx) and which 
states that IIWLP~m~+Lscm, = 1 whenever T > 0 and 1 <p < q < co satisfy 
exp[-2T] < (p - l)/(q - 1). This property of the O.-U. semigroup is called 
hypercontraction and has been the focus of a great deal of attention. From a 
probabilistic standpoint, hypercontraction is a reflection of the strong 
ergodicity produced by the linear “restoring force -x . V” in the O.-U. 
generator. With this intuition in mind, it is reasonable to ask whether an 
even stronger restoring force would not result in an even more rapid 
regularization by {P,: T > O}. That this is in fact the case is what Davies 
and Simon, and subsequently we, discovered. There are two forms which this 
increased rapidity can take. The first of these is what Davies and Simon call 
supercontractivity: 
for all T > 0 and 1 < p < q < co. The second they call ultracontractivity: 
for all T > 0. (In what may be our only contribution to the subject, we have 
partially abandoned this slightly imprecise terminology and have replaced 
contractivity with boundedness in each case (cf. definition (2.14) below).) 
What Davies and Simon (cf. Theorem (5.2) in [2]) and we (cf. Theorems 
(2.26) and (2.30) below) have done is find criteria under which {P,: T > 0) 
possesses each of these boundedness properties. 
Having explained what our work has in common with theirs, we now turn 
to the points at which it differs from that of Davies and Simon. In the part of 
their paper which is directly comparable to this one, Davies and Simon 
restrict their attention to semigroups {P,: T > 0) and measures m which 
come from transforming Schrodinger operators to their ground state. As a 
result, all of their diffusion operators are perturbations of the standard 
Laplacian and are symmetric in L*(m). In contrast, our diffusion operators 
need only be uniformly hypoelliptic (cf. (1.19)) and do not have to be 
symmetric with respect o m. Although the gain in generality which we have 
thereby achieved is somewhat tempered by our requirement that all the quan- 
tities with which we are dealing must be smooth, so far as we know, our 
work represents the first break, in this subject, from ellipticity and symmetry 
requirements. In this connection, we point out that while the basic criterion 
at which Davies and Simon arrive (namely, Theorem (5.2) in [2]) is not 
directly comparable to our own (cf. (2.3) and (2.4) below), nonetheless, in 
most applications, the criterion which they use (cf. (6.1) in [2]) is essentially 
the same as the one which we use (cf. Theorems (2.21) and (2.30) below). 
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(One more remark about the connection between the present article and 
the ones by Davies and Simon may be helpful. Let H= -A + c be a 
Schriidinger operator which admits a unique ground state w with ground 
state energy E,. Then we may write w in the form exp[-@] and can relate c 
to @ via the equation c = E, + ] V@ I2 + A@. Thus, when (in our notation) 
N=d, Vk=21’2cYx, 1 < k < d, and V, = 0, then the c@ in (1.5) coincides, 
apart from an additive constant, with the potential for which v/ is the ground 
state and the L* in (1.4) is -H after transformation to its ground state. In 
particular, the B”(& 4) in (2.5) equals supXERN [@J(X) - c”(x) -E,], and so 
the relationship between our criteria and (6.1) in [2] should now be clear.) 
Our ability to get away from ellipticity and symmetry stems from the 
essential difference between our approach and the methodology usually 
adopted. In particular, we do not proceed via a logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality but instead work with the semigroup directly. Our procedure 
consists of two easily separable steps, and we have arranged our sections 
accordingly. The first of these is the derivation of an a priori regularization 
estimate on the operator P, (cf. (1.21), (1.26), and (1.27) below). This is the 
step in which we have used the Malliavin calculus and the estimates at which 
we arrive seem to us to be interesting in their own right. Once we have these 
regularity estimates (especially (1.27)), the second step is quite easy and is 
really nothing more than a rather standard comparison argument plus a little 
interpolation theory. 
In conclusion, we want to thank L. Gross for bringing the work of Davies 
and Simon to our attention. Also, we are grateful to R. Carmona for 
discussing with us the connection between our notation and that in [ 11. 
1. THE BASIC ESTIMATE 
Throughout this article, { V, ,..., V,} E CT(RN, RN) (FE CT(R”, RN) if 
FE P(R”‘, RN) and 8°F is slowly increasing for each a E NM) will be a 
collection of smooth vector fields on RN. Thinking of a vector field 
V E Cm(RN, RN) as the directional derivative 
: V’(x&, 
i=l I 
we use V* to denote the formal adjoint 
- 5 
i=l 
(vi-&+Z 
1 I ) 
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of V. Set 
vi, = +v;-f 5 V,*(Vf), l<i<N. 
k=l 
Without mentioning it again, we will be assuming that {V,,..., V,} satisfy the 
condition that 
(lTfac”, II w Cb(R~:“.S.(R‘YR~d ” II vY’IIC*(R~;“.S.w;Rw 
” II vy Cb(RN:H.S. (RN;RN)) < O”* (1.1) 
(Given a smooth F: RN --) R” and an IZ > 0, F(“): RN --t H.S.((RN)O”; R”) is 
defined by 
for x, &,..., <,, E RN. In particular, V(‘) is the Jacobian of the map 
V: RN + RN. If E, and E, are Hilbert space, H.S. (E,,E,) is the Hilbert 
space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from E, into E2.) 
We use 0 to denote (0 E C([O, co), Rd): e(O) = 0} and set 
L9t=o(~(s): O<s<t) and 9=a(U,z,9~). Also, w will denote the 
standard Wiener measure on (0,s) (i.e., Z?V(e(t + s) E rl.9~) = Jr (27~t)-~‘* 
exp(- IY - fWl */W 4~ ( a.s., 3%‘“) for all s, t > 0 and r E 9Rd). We can then 
find measurable maps X,: [0, co) x RN x 0 + RN such that 
(i) for each x E RN, the maps (t, 8) E [0, co) X 0 +X, (t, x, 8) are 
right-continuous, {~8~ : t > 0}-progressively measurable, and solve 
x, (T, X) = X + 5 jr vk(x(ty X)) de, + j’ v, (x(6 X)) dt, T2.0; (1.2) 
k=l 0 0 
(ii) for V-almost all 8 E 0, the maps (t,x) E [0, 00) x RN + 
X,(t, x, t9) are elements of Co3m([0, co) x RN; RN). 
Moreover, (i) and (ii) determine each of the maps 8 -t X+( a, *, 0) and 
8 -+ X- ( ., *, 0) up to a w-null set. Finally, for all n > 0 and p E [ 1, co), 
there exist positive numbers k(n,p), v(n,p), and C(n,p) such that 
(1.3) 
for all (T, x) E [0, co) X RN. 
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Given @ E Cy(F”), define the operators 
Lz = - ! $J (e’“Vk*)(e-‘*V,) + V, 
and the functions 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
(1.6) THEOREM. Assume that 
inf Q(x) A c”,(x) > -co. 
XERN 
(1.7) 
Then there exist precisely one Markov semigroup {Pjp,+ : t > 0) and precisely 
one Markov semigroup {PF,-: t > 0} on B(RN) such that 
P:‘*f-f=jTPt.*L: fdt, T> 0, (1.8) 
0 
for all f E CT(RN). In fact, if 
R “, (T x) = exp(@(x) - @(X, (T, x)) - !I c”, (X, (t, x)) dt), 
then, for each f E B(RN), 
P$*f (xl = Ew@: (T, x)f (X, (T, x))], (T, x) E [O, co) x RN. (1.9) 
In particular, if 
Zz(T, x) = 
’ 
(i-,x) E [0, co) x RN, (1.10) 
then for each n > 1, there exist polynomials Yn,,, 0 < m < n, such that 
(p~‘*ff)(“)(x) = 2 EqR;(T, x) 
m=O 
x %,,(Z”,(T, XL (Z”,)‘“’ (T x))f’““(&(T, xl)] (1.11) 
for all (T,x) E [0, 0~)) x RN and f E CT(RN); and so, for each T > 0, 
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P;.*: c$(RN) + Cy(RN). Finally, iff E CT(RN), then the functions (6 x) E 
[0, 133) + PI”-*f(x) are elements of ?([O, ~0) X RN) and 
aP”**f 
----=P;“~*L~f=L;p~‘ff, 
at 
t > 0. 
Proof Because the argument is exactly the same in both cases, we 
restrict our attention to the “plus” case. 
To prove the existence and uniqueness of {PT.‘: t > O}, we adopt the 
approach given in [8]. Namely, set R = C([O, co), R).N, let x(t, w) be the 
position of o at time t > 0, set J1F;= a(x(s): 0 <s < t), and put 
A = a(lJl>,,&). Then the required existence and uniqueness will follow 
once we check that for each x E RN there is exactly one probability measure 
P,“*’ on (~,A) such that 
Jo 
is a mean-zero martingale for all $ E Cr(RN). To this end, first note that, by 
Itb’s formula, 
Thus, because of (1.7), it is easy to see that 
CR: (6 xl, 8, W 
is a martingale and, therefore, that there is a unique probability measure P 
on (Q,A) such that Plxr= (RT(T,x)WI,ro (X+(.,x))-’ for all T> 0. 
Moreover, another application of Ito’s formula shows that this P is a 
candidate for P,“?‘. Finally, if CR = inf{t 2 0: Ix(t) - x(O)1 > R }, then an easy 
argument shows that any Pzqt must equal P on A[,. Since this is true for 
every R > 0, we have proved that PT.+ exists and is unique. In the process, 
we have also proved that (1.9) holds. 
Once we have (1.9), (1.10) follows eaisily by differentiation under the 
integral in (1.9). Finally, the first equality (1.12) is easily derived from (1.8); 
and the second one follows from the fact that Pt*+f E CT(RN), the 
semigroup property, and (1.8) 
as h 1 0. Q.E.D. 
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From now on we assume that, in addition to (1.7), @ satisfies 
and 
I RN Ilxlli~e 
-*P@(X) dx < co, 0 < p < 1 and n > 0, 
V,*(e-‘“) = 0. 
We also define the probability measure 
m”(dx) = e-28(X)dx 
ii 
,-2@(Y) dy 
RN 
(1.16) COROLLARY. For allf, g E Ct(RN) and T > 0, 
gPF*’ f dm’ = fP:.- g dm’. 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
(1.17) 
In particular, m@ is {P,“** : t > O}-invariant and therefore I/ PO,* IILp(,o, +LP(,,,a, 
= 1 for all T > 0 and p E [ 1, a]. Finally, if V, = 0, then PF3’ = PF,-, 
T > 0, and so m@ is (Pjp,+ : t > O)-reversible. 
Proof: Clearly it suffices to prove (1.17) for f, g E CT@“). But if f, 
g E Cy(R“‘) and T > 0, then, for 0 < t < T, 
= 1 (L!P)p3-g)(PF:: f) dm” -i (P;“,- g)(LTPF::f) dm@. 
At the same time, note that, for 4, v E CT(@“), 
I 
(L! 4) y dm@ = 
I 
#(LT ty) dm*. 
Combining this with the preceding, we conclude that t E [0, T] + s (PT.- g) 
(PF$f)dm * is constant. Clearly (1.17) results from successively taking 
t=O and t= T. 
Next, first taking g = 1 and then taking f = 1 in (1.17), we see that m’ is 
{P;** : t > 0}-invariant. In addition, if V,, = 0, then it is clear that PF,’ = 
Pt.-, T > 0. Thus, in this case, (1.17) says that m@ is {P]p*+: t > 0). 
reversible. Finally, by Jensen’s inequality, for any p E [ 1, 0~) ] and f E iI( 
IPF**fl” < PF** 1 f Ip, and so IIPF,* J(LP(m~j+LP(m9) = 1 follow from the 
invariance of m@. Q.E.D. 
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Warning. Unless they are needed to avoid confusion, we will drop the 
sub- and superscripts CD and f and will adopt the notation: P, = PF*‘, 
Qr = Pt.-, R(T, x) = RT(T, x), and m = m*. Without further mention, we 
will be assuming that @ E CT(RN) satisfies (1.7), (1.13), and (1.14). 
In order to state our next results, we require some more notation. Set 
Gl! = {a} u U;“=, ({0 ,..., d})’ and for a = (a, ,..., a,) E 6T\{0} define a, = 01~ 
and a’ = (aI ,..., alml) (S 0 if I= 1). G iven VE Cm(RN, RN), set V,= V and 
define V,, a E Q!\{o}, by V, = [ Va,, I’,(]. (If V, WE Cm(RN, RN), then 
[V, W] denotes the Lie product of the associated directional derivatives.) 
Finally, define 1]0]] = 0 and, for a = (a,,..., a,) E a\{0}, define llall = 
I + card { 1 <j < I: aj = O}. With this notation, we introduce the quantity 
P’i(x), L > 1 and x E RN, given by 
TL(x)=inf $J 
I 
1 (V,(x),q)&: q E SN-’ . 
I 
(1.18) 
k= 1 i&L- 1 
From now on we will be assuming that 
T(x) > &Y xERN, (1.19) 
forsomeL>landO<e<l. 
(1.20) THEOREM. For each T > 0, P,: Ct(RN) -+ CT(RN). In fact, for 
each n 2 0 there exists a v, E (0, a~) and non-decreasing functions 
,a,: [0, oo)+ [0, 00) and M,: [0, ao)+ (0, co) such that 
max ]a,” P,f(x)l < (M,(r)/t”n) ebCx)lr(l + ]]x]IRN)‘n(‘) P, If]“)“” (1.21) lal<n 
for (t,x)E(O,l]xRNandrE[l,m). (IfqE[l,oo), then q/denotes the 
Hiilder conjugate of q: l/q + l/q’ = 1.) 
Proof. In order to prove (1.21) we will show that for each a E MN and 
(T, x) E (0, co) x RN there is a !P=(T, x) E f)Pe,,,oo) Lp(m satisfying an 
estimate of the form 
II YdGY xKqw, < M,(P)IT”-(~ + lI~Ild‘~(~)~ pE [0, co)and 
(T, x) E (0, l] x RN (1.22) 
and such that 
a;z’, f (x) = E”[R(T, x) yd(T, x)f V(T, x))], f E C’iO(RN). (1.23) 
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Note that from (1.23) and (1.22), it is an easy step to (1.21): 
l%PTf(X>I < mqT3 x)1 y6(T, x)1’] ‘lr mqT, x)lf(Jm x>>l”l “r’ 
< (M,(r)/T+)( 1 + I/x ]JN)“U(r) exp((C, + C, T 
+ @(x>>lW, Ifl”Y’ (x> 
where C, = -infyeRN Q(y) and C, = -infycRN C(y). 
The proof of (1.22) and (1.23) is an application of Malliavin’s calculus. 
First, note that, from (1.1 l), azP,f(x) is the sum over /3, ]p] < n s ] al, of 
terms 
I,,,(T, x) = E”[R(T, x) ~~a,o(Z(r. xl,..., Z’“‘(T, x)>(@f>(x(T, x>>] 
where cYa,o is a polynomial and Z( T, x) is the quantity ZT (T, x) in (1. IO). 
We next note that (cf. Theorem (1.9) in [5]) ZCm’(T, x), m > 0, and therefore 
also 
E&T, x) =R(T, x)~,,~(Z(T,X) ,..., Z’“‘(T, x)) 
are in the domain of Malliavin’s operations. Furthermore, because of (1.18) 
and Theorem (2.17) in [5], we know that the determinant A(T, x) of the 
Malliavin covariance A (T, x)(= ((X(T, x), X(T, x)))~) satisfies an estimate of 
the form 
II l/ACT, XI LP(z%q Q (~pIT”)(l + lIxlIR~~>“~ (T,x)E (0, l] x RN (1.24) 
for somepE[l,oo)~K,E(O,co), pu(O,co), and v~(O,co). Thus we 
can apply Theorem (1.20) of ]4] to ET(Pf)(X(T, x)) !Pa,,(T, x)], where 
Y&T, x) = S&T, x)/(A(T, x))*‘? 
and thereby prove the existence of a pa,n(T, x) E n,,,,,,, L’(w) such that 
a:P,f(x) = x EW[ @&T, x)f(WT x))]. IDl<n 
Moreover, an examination of the procedure used in that theorem reveals that 
we can write pm,B(T, x) = R(T, x) @m,,(T, x) where pm,,(T, x) satisfies an 
estimate of the same form as the one given on the right-hand side of (1.24). 
Thus, we can take Y=(T,x)=C,,,,, !Pm,,(T,x) in (1.23). Q.E.D. 
(1.25) COROLLARY. For each n > 1 there exists a v, E (0, 03) such that 
for all 1 < p, < p2 < co. 
II ,:,yn IwwllLh(m, G ~~n~P~~P*~/~n~llfllLPZo~ TE (0, l] (1.26) 
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where K,(p,,p,) E (0, co). In particular, zfp E (0, l] andp E (l/p, co], then 
there is a K(p, p) E (0, co) such that 
IpTf(x)l G (K(P, P)/T”~ e20cp(x’ IlfllLpcm,, (Z-,x) E (0, I] x RN. (1.27) 
Proof. Given 1 <pl <p2 < co, set l/r = l/p, - l/p,. Then, by ( 
and Holder’s inequality, 
1.21) 
II ,$a& 13:: PTflIILPlbn) 1a < (M,(r)/T”n)( j (1 + /Ix ]]RN)rMn(r) e’@)~(dx)) 
x (J (PT Iflyr’ (x) m(dx)) lip*. 
Since pz > r’, the last factor is dominated by ]]f]]Lp2(,j. Thus, (1.26) now 
follows from (1.13). 
To prove (1.27) from (1.26), note that 
d;(e-2P”P,f) = z (Q,,o@PTf> e-2p0 
where the Q,,, are polynomials in Qi,..., @(lni). Thus, if p. = l/p and 
p,, <p, <p2 =p, we conclude from (1.13) and (1.26) that 
where C,(p,) E (0, co) comes from the use of (1.13). To complete the proof 
of (1.27), we now apply the classical Sobolev embedding theorem. Q.E.D. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO THE STUDY OF BOUNDEDNESS PROPERTIES 
By (1.27), we see that if p E (0, l] and p E (l/p, co), then for any 
qE [l, co] and T> 0 
IP2,f II Lq(rn) G (K(P, P)/(T A 1)UN)IlPT(e2P~)IILs~m) Ilfllum). (2.1) 
In particular, 
IIP II 2T LP(m)+LLs(m) < (K(P,P)/(TA 1)“” IIPde2“@)llu(m), P > l/P. P-2) 
We must therefore find out when, for a given p E (0, l] and q E (l/p, co], 
PT(ezpo) E Lq(m). To this end, suppose that w E C’,‘((O, 1) x RN) n 
C([O, T] x RN)+ satisfies 
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~(0, x) = e2p@(x), xERN, 
-a/J/at + L y/ < 0, t E (0, q. 
(2.3) 
Then, by a standard argument, 
pT(e2p’) < v(T, a>. (2.4) 
The rest of this section consists of the examination of one procedure for 
constructing functions v/ so that (2.3) holds and /] v(T, .&,,,, can be con- 
trolled. 
Define the functions 
C@(x) - (1 -P> + (V,@)” (x) + Lo, Q(x) 
k:l 1 
(2.5) 
for (Cp) E (0, co) X (0, 11. Clearly the B: are non-decreasing in each of the 
variables < and p and are bounded below. We will use B(&p) to denote 
By (r, p) when there is no danger of confusion. 
(2.6) THEOREM. For given p E (0, 1 ] and T > 0, suppose that there exists 
a i E C’((0, T)) n C([O, T])+ such that A(O) =p, A(t) > 0 and A’(t) < Ofor 
t E (0, l), and 
y(T)+(t)B (-+pi dt < co. (2.7) 
Then 
PT(eZP”) < exp(U(T) @ + 24T)). (2.8) 
In particular, ifp E (l/p, m), q E (p, co], and A(T) < 1/2q, then 
IIP II 2T ~~(rn)+~qrn) < (K(P, P)I(T A 1)““) M4 exP(2,@)), (2.9) 
where M4 = (J” e@ dm)‘/qfor q E (1, co) and M, = 1. 
Proof: Set ,a(t) = ih A(s) B(-A’(s)/l(s), p) ds, t E [0, T], and ty(t, x) = 
exp[2(A(t) Q(x) +,u(t))], (t, x) E [0, T] x RN. Then for t E (0, T) 
-$+Lv=21(t) -- 
[ 
n’(t) 
qt> @ - (1 - w>> 
580/60/Z-9 
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since A(t) < p. Thus, (2.8) is a special case of (2.4), and clearly (2.9) follows 
upon combining (2.8) with (2.2). Q.E.D. 
(2.10) COROLLARY. Let p E (0, l] andp E (l/p, co) befixed. If, for some 
r E (0, a 1, w, P> < co, then for each q E (p, co) 
IIP II 2T LP(m)+Lq(m) Q (K(P, p)l(T A 1)““) M, exp 
[ 
2 
1 - e-lT 
r BKP) (2.11) 
1 
so long as e -lT < 1/2pq. If, fo I some a E [ 1, co) and BE (0, a), B(&p) < 
B(l +c)jbr all <E (0, co), then for each T> 0 
11P2T11LP(m)+L=3(m) ( (K(p,p)/(TA l)““)exp[2Bp(l +a”(TA l))““)]. (2.12) 
Itfor SOme aE(O,l), ~E(o,oo), andBE(Qco), B(t,p)<Bexp[(yWl 
for all <E (0, CD), then for each T > 0 
11P2T11L~(mW~(m~ i < (K(P, P)/(T A 1)“9 exp 2Bp(T A 1) exp [ (T%j5]]~ 
where p = a/( 1 - a). 
(2.13) 
Proof: To prove (2.1 I), we take l(t) = pe-lt. Then ,u(T) = (( 1 - elT)/r) 
B(<,p), T > 0, and n(T) < 1/2q so long as eCIT < 1/2pq. Thus, (2.11) 
follows from (2.9). 
To prove (2.12), let T > 0 be given and set A(t) =p(l -t/T)‘, t E 10, T]. 
Then, for T E (0, 1 ] 
p(T)<Bp(r(l -t/T)a (1 + (+(I -t/T)-‘)‘) dt 
0 
=BpTI,’ ta (1 + (+)” t-‘) dt 
< Bp( 1 + a’T-at’). 
Thus, for TE (0, 11, (2.12) follows from (2.9). If T > 1, then 
IIPTtILP(m)+LW(m) < I(P,IILPcm)-Lm,,,IIPT-l h'(m)&(m)= I~PIIiL~~"lhLm~~~' 
Finally, to prove (2.13), let T > 0 be given and set k(t) =peA 
exp(-A(1 - t/T)p4), t E [0, T], where /I = a/(1 -a) and A = (J#/T)~. Then 
,u(T)<BpeAloTexp [-,4(l-t/T)~D+ (F)‘(l-t/T)-“‘“‘“] dt 
= BpeA T, 
and (2.13) follows from this. Q.E.D. 
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(2.14) DEFINITION. The semigroup {P,: T > 0) is 
(i) hyperbounded if, for all 1 <p < q < co, there is a T(p, q) > 0 such 
that Il&IILP(m~+tS(m~ < co for all T > T(p, q); 
(ii) superbounded if, for all l<p<q<a, and all T > 0, 
ll~TlILP(rn~+L~(rn~ < aJ; 
(iii) ultrabounded if, for all P E (11 a) and T> 0, 
IIMLP(rn,+L~(rn~ < CQ. 
(iv) co-t&abounded if, for all 4 E (1, 00) and T> 0, 
IIMLW~L~~rn~ < a*
(2.15) LEMMA. Suppose that 1 <pO < q0 < 00 and T, > 0 are given and 
and assume that IIPr,I/LPocm,+Luocm, <iI4 < co. Zf 1 <pO < q. < co, 8= 
(Polqo) ” (4UPL), and A = -log 0, then, for all 1 <p c q < CL) and k E Z+ 
satisfying cak < (P - 1)/k - 11, IIP II T LP(mJ+LLY(mJ G w + w(l - 0) 
whenever T> (k+ 2) To. Zf 1 <p. < qo= 00, 8= l/p;, and A= -loge, 
then, for all l<p<co and kEZ+ satisfying eeak < l/p’, 
((PT((La,,,,~+L~,m~ <IVZ”“-~) whenever T> (k + 1) To. If 1 =po < q0 < co, 
t? = l/q,, and A = -log 0, then, for all 1 < q < co and k E Zf satisfying 
e-lk < l/q, IIPTIILl~m~-L4~m~ <M”“-‘) whenever T> (k + 1) T,,. 
Proof. We will restrict our attention to the case when 1 <p. < q. < 03; 
the other cases are similar. 
Set e1 = q;/p;, and define r,, E (1, co), n > 0, by l/r; = ST/q;. Then, 
r. = qo, rl =po, and 
1 -=(I -e,)++, n > 0. 
r II+1 n 
(2.16) 
We now prove, by induction on n > 0, that 
II~roll,.‘n+,(m)-tL’n(m) G Me:, n > 0. (2.17) 
Indeed, there is nothing to do when n = 0. Next, assume (2.17) for n. Then, 
since (IP T0 L,Cmj+L,Cmj < 1, (2.16) for n and (n + 1) plus the Riesz-Thoren 11 
interpolation theorem shows that (2.17) holds with n replaced by (n + 1). 
From (2.17) we see that 
IjPkr,llLm+x(m,~L’nO G Me”cl-el’, n>Oandk> 1. (2.18) 
Next, set e2 =pO/qo and define s, E (1, co) for n > 0 by l/s, = @‘/PO. 
Then, so =pD, s, = qo, and, by an argument analogous to the one used to 
derive (2.18), 
IIPkTOtILsn(m)-Lsn+lIo < Me”cl-e*‘, n>Oandk> 1. (2.19) 
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In order to complete the proof, starting from (2.18) and (2.19), we will 
make frequent use of the easy inequality 
Let 1 <p < q < co and k E Z’ satisfying ePlk < (p - l)/(q - 1) be given. 
First suppose that 1 < p < q < qO. Choose n > 0 so that r,, + , < q < r,, . Then, 
by (2.20) 
1 e: < eeAk/q’ < 
p-l 1 -=- 
r’ ntktl r~+l q’(q- 1) y 
and so mtk+i <p < q < r,. Thus, by (2.18), 
for all T> (k + 2) T,. A similar argument applies to the case when 
p,, < p < q < co. Finally, suppose that 1 < p < p0 < q0 < q < co. Choose 
n,, n2 E Z+ so that rn, <p < rn,-i and sn2 < q Q snztl. Then, by (2.18) and 
(2.19), for T> (n, + nJ T, 
At the same time, 
and 
ep/q, = e;ypo = iis, 2 yq. 
Thus, by (2.20), 
.lk . 
’ 
andso,k+2>n,+n,. Q.E.D. 
(2.21) THEOREM. Let p E (0, 1) be fixed and set L = log((4 -p>/ 
(4 - 2P))Y P = (8 - P>/P, and K = (K(2/p, p> M4J. 
(1) If B(<, p) < a for some <E (0, a), then {P,: T > 0) is hyper- 
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bounded. In fact, tf Tt = (log 8)/r, then for all T > 6Tt and 1 <p < r < 
q < co satisfying exp(-A(T- 6TJ2Tt) < (p - I)/(q - 1) 
IIMLp(m)+Lq(m) < VW, A l>““>” ew[2&B(Wl~ (2.22) 
and, for n > 1, 
< (K,(r, d/V’, A 1 )“W/(Tl A l>““>” expI’WIB(<, p)l. (2.23) 
(2) If B(<,p) < 00 for all <E (0, co), then {P,: T > 0) is 
superbounded. In fact, given T E (0, 1 ] and 1 < p < r < q < co, define 
q-1 3 ++log- 
P-l 
. 
Then 
IIMLp~m~+Ls~m~ G (WT(P, q)“~W exp 2pT(p, q) B ($$P)] (2.24) 
and, for n > 1, 
< (K,(r, q)/Tun>(K/T(p, qP)” exp &T (P, q) B (g-y)]. (2.25) 
Proof Set p,, = 2/p and q0 = 4/p. Then (2.22) and (2.24) follow from 
(2.11) (with p =pO and q = qO) plus Lemma (2.15). Moreover, (2.23) and 
(2.25) are obvious consequences of (2.22) and (2.24), respectively, combined 
with (1.26). Q.E.D. 
(2.26) THEOREM. Given p E (0, l), set A = log 2/(2 - p), p = (8 - p)/p, 
and K = K(2/p, p). If there exist B E (0, co), y E (0, m), and a E (0, 1) such 
that B”(~,P) < B exp(yP)(B’?(Lp) < B exp(yt)“) for all < E (0, co>, then 
{P,: T > 0) is ultrabounded (co-ultrabounded). In fact, for T E (0, l] and 
P E (1, oo), 
IIP II T LP(m)+Lm(m) < (KIT(P)““)” exp 2pBpT(p) exp 
h%)“11 
( 
IIPTIILl~m~+LP~~m~ < (W(T(P))“~)’ exp [ (igJ ‘Iii”” 
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where T(p) = T/2( 1 + (l/A) log p’) and j3 = a/( 1 - a). Moreover, if there 
exist B E (0, a~) and a E [ 1, 00) such that By (<, p) < B( 1 + p)(B?(5, p) < 
B( 1 + e))for all r E (0, oo), then (2.27) cun be replaced by 
II~rllLPcm,+L”c~,,,~ < (WT(P)“~)“ w[&Bp(l + a”~(~)-“+‘)1 (228j 
. WTIIL~~rn~~LP’~rn~ 1 < (K/T(P)“~)’ exp[2pBp(l + u’T(~)~~“)]). 
Finully, ifBT((,pp) V B?(Lp) <B exp(yW)(B~(~,p) V B?(Lp) <B(l + r”)) 
for all ( E (0, co), then, for all T E (0, 11, 
(IlGIILw~LwI~ Y < (KJ”N/T”~)w exp[2pBp(l + u~(T/J)-“~‘)]) 
where J = (1 + (l/A) log 2). 
Proof First observe that whatever property of {P,: T > 0} follows from 
a particular condition on BT( ., p), the same property of {QT: T > 0) follows 
from that same condition on B’!( ., p). Since QT is the adjoint of P, in 
L*(m), this means that the parenthetical statements in (2.27) and (2.28) are 
simply duals of the statements without parentheses. Thus, (2.27) and (2.28) 
follow from (2.13) and (2.12), respectively, by the same sort of application 
of Lemma (2.15) as we used in the derivation of Theorem (2.21). Finally, 
(2.29) follows from (2.27) ((2.28)) with p = 2. Q.E.D. 
Theorem (2.26) contains our main results on this subject. However, those 
results become more interesting when they are combined with the following 
observations. 
(2.30) THEOREM. Assume that 
Lie( V, ,..., V,)(x) = RN, xERN. (2.3 1) 
If (P,: T > 0) is hyperbounded, then there exist I E (0, a) and T, E [0, co) 
such that IIPAI~~~rn~+~~~rn~ -\ < 1 whenever TE [T,,, US) and 1 <p <q < CO 
satisfy exp(-A(T - T,)) < (p - l)/(q - 1). Moreover, if, in addition, V,, = 0, 
then T, may be taken to be 0 and one has that 
jf’ logf’dm G+j i (VJ)* dm + Ilfl12~~m~ log llflli~~m~ (2.32) 
k=l 
for all f E C,“(RN). 
Proof Denote by {FT. *T > 0) and {Q,: T > 0}, respectively, the 
strongly continuous semigroups of contractions on L2(m) determined by 
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{P,:T>O} and {QT: T>O}. Set ~={f~L2(m):(l,f)LZ(m)=0}. The 
main step in our proof is to show that 
IlPTl~llt~~,~4~,, G e-5 T> T,, (2.33) 
for some E > 0 and T, > 0. In order to prove (2.33), first observe that, since 
Q, is the adjoint in L2(m) of p, and Qr 1 = 1, Z is {P, : T > 0}-invariant. 
Hence by standard semigroup considerations, (2.33) is implied by the 
existence of a To > 0 such that 
lIPr,l~~ll~~cm,-r~cm, < 1. (2.34) 
In order to prove (2.34), set A, = Q, 0 F*, T > 0. Then AT is a non- 
negativity preserving, self-adjoint contraction on L’(m) such that 1 =A, 1. 
Moreover, ll~Tfl(r2(m) = llfllLz(m) if and only if (.LA,f),+,, = ll.flli~~~ if 
and only iff=A,J: Thus, (2.34) will follow from the knowledge that PrO is 
compact and that there is nofER\{O} such thatf= A,J 
We now show that PTO is compact for some T,, > 0. To this end, note that 
the same argument which was used to pass from (1.26) to (1.27) also yields 
max 18.;F~f(x)l,< (K/(T A l)““+‘) e30cX) Ilfll,,~(m)r (T, X) E (0, ~0) X R”’ In1 iN 
(2.35) 
for some K < co. Thus, for each T> 0 and R > 0, f E L*(m)+ 
xeco,R,FrfE L*(m) is compact. At the same time, there is a To > 0 such that 
M = I( PTollL2(mj+L4(m) -c co, and tlmefore 
Combining these, we see that Fro is compact. 
To complete the proof of (2.34), suppose that fE G’F and that f = tTpf: 
Then, by (2.35), fE C(R“') f7 L*(m). Also, since AT0 is non-negativity 
preserving, (ISIJTolflL~~m~ > Wb,JL~~m~ = Ilfll~~cm, and so 
PT,fl = Ifl =bo If I* (2.36) 
Next, recall that Pro and Q,, come from transition probability functions and 
therefore that there exists a transition probability function x --t ,~rJx, .) on 
RN such that 
A To g(x) = j- g(Y) rllT&X~ h), XER~, 
for all gE C(RN)' nL.'(m). Hence, from (2.36) we conclude that 
for all xeRN:f E L’O+& -)I, f(x) = .ff(y>~~,(x, do), and If(x)1 = 
.f If(~)1 P~,,(x, 4~). In particular, if f(x) > 0, then f > 0 on SUPP~&~(X, -1) 
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and iff(x) < 0, then f < 0 on supp(~,~(x, -)). But because of (2.3 1) (cf. IS]), 
supp(W o X, (T, x)-l) = RN for all (T, x) E (0, co) x RN; from which it is 
easily deduced that supp(,~,~(x, .)) = RN for all x E RN. Hence, since 
(LflLqm) = 0, f = 0. Thus (2.33) has been proved. 
Following Glimm [4], we now show that (2.33) implies the existence of a 
T, > T, such that 
IIPTIILqm)4%?0 = 17 T> T,. (2.37) 
Indeed, because of our hypothesis, we may assume that IIP7.1jL2(mj+L4(m, < 
A4 ( co for T > T, . Now let f = 1 + g, where g E ,P’n B(RN). Then, since 
P,:Gv+‘z, 
1lPT.f IIh(m) = 1 + 4(L f’, t&z(,) + 6 IIPT &m, + 4(19 V’T g)3hm~ 
+ IIPT gll&n, 
2 G 1 + 6 IIPT &qmm + 4 IIP, &n, + IIPT ~llkn, 
< 1 + 6 IIP, &,, + 4 IIPT &,,, IIP, &n~ + llP~ &rn~ 
< 1 + 8 llpr c&~,, + 3 IIJ’T &n, 
< 1 t 8e-2ET 11 gll~2~m~ t 3M4e-4cT II g Il:zcmj 
G (1 + II g l12qmJ2 = Ilf lltw 
so long as T> T, = T, V ((l/e) log 2) V ((l/4&) log(3M4)). Clearly (2.37) 
follows from this. 
The passage from (2.37) to the existence of a T, > 0 and A > 0 such that 
IIPTIILP(m)+L~(m) < 1 for all T > T,, and 1 <p < q < co satisfying 
ew(-W- TON < (P ‘- l)l(q - 1) is an application of Lemma (2.15) 
(cf. the proof of Theorem (2.21)). Moreover, when V, = 0 and therefore 
(P,: T > 0) is symmetric in L’(m), the facts that T, can be taken to be 0 
and that (2.32) holds are standard consequences of the theory of logarithmic 
Sobolev inequalities (cf., for example, Theorem (9.10) in [lo]). Q.E.D. 
(~.~~)THEoREM. There is a p E ?((O, 00) x RN X RN)’ such that 
PTf(x)=Jf(y)p(T,x,y)m(dy)for all (T,x)E (0, oo)XRN andfEB(RN). 
Furthermore, if {P,: T > 0) is both ultrabounded and co-ultrabounded, then, 
there is a non-increasing T E (0, a~) --t M(T) E (p, a~) such that 
p(T,x,y)<M(T), (x,y)ERNXRN. Finally, ifi in addition, (2.3 1) holds, 
then there is a non-decreasing T E (0, co) -+ E(T) E (0, co) such that 
p(T,x,y)> e(T)for all (x,y)E RN X RN. 
Proof: The existence of p is a consequence of the condition (1.19) which 
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guarantees that Hiirmander’s famous criterion for hypoellipticity is satisfied 
by the operators a/at - L and a/at - L*. (L* denotes the formal adjoint of 
L.) Now suppose that {Pr: T > 0) is ultrabounded, end co-ultrabounded. 
Then (cf. the proof of Theorem (2.26)) for each T > 0, ~JPT~~I~l~m~+l~m~m~ < 00 
and therefore 
for each T > 0. Because 
P(S + 6 x3 Y> =I P(% x3 <)P(h h Y> wo (2.39) 
it is clear that T+ M(T) is non-increasing. 
We next suppose that (2.31) holds. Then, as we saw in the proof of 
Theorem (2.30), supp(p(t, x, s)) = RN for all (t, x) E (0, co) X RN. Also, 
since (M dL2(m) = (f, QT dr2(,, y 
I P(G r,Y) 44 = 1, (t,y) E (0, 03) x RN. (2.40) 
Combining these with (2.39), we conclude that p never vanishes on 
(0, CXI) x RN x RN. Thus, for all T > 0 and R > 0, @T,R)= 
inf{ p(T, x, y): x, y E B(0, R)} > 0. Finally, given T > 0, choose R > 0 so that 
M(T/3) m(B(0, R)‘) < 4. Then 
p(T, x, y) = j-1 p(T/3, x, <)p(T/3, t, rl)p(T/3, SY) m(&) m(h) 
p( T/3, x, t) P( T/3, t, r7) p(T/3, II, y) m(dt) m(h) 
p(T/3, x, t) m(&) 
i 
p(T/3, V,Y) WV) 
> W, R)/4, 
where we have used (2.40) in the second to last line. Hence, we conclude 
that e(T) = inf{p(T, x, y): x, y E RN} > 0 for all T > 0. Clearly (2.39) shows 
that T-+ e(T) is non-decreasing. Q.E.D. 
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(2.41) Remark. In [2], Simon and Davies show that a bound of the form 
o< v)<p(T,x,.Y)<JqT)< 00, (T, x,y) E (0, 00) x RN x RN, (2.42) 
has interesting applications to potential theory. We point out here that such 
a bound contains interesting implications about the ergodic theory of the 
associated process. To begin with, observe that (2.42) is more than enough 
to imply that, if P(7’, x, .) denotes the transition probability giving P,, then 
(cf. Chapter 6 in [7]) 
FT; SuplogIIP(~,x, .)-m/L < 0. 
x 
(2.43) 
The unusual feature in (2.43) is that the result is uniform with respect to 
x E RN, a property which is unexpected in non-compact situations. A related 
manifestation of this uniformity is seen in the large deviation theory for these 
processes. To be precise, let P,, x E RN, denote the probability measure Pz 
on (.f2, JY) introduced in the proof of Theorem (1.6). Following Donsker and 
Varadhan [3], for given T > 0 and w E R, define Lr(u,r) = 
(l/7’) I, x,(x(& w)) dt to be the normalized occupation time distribution of w 
during [0, T]; and, for any probability measure v on RN, define I(v) to be the 
supremum over uniformly positive u E Ci(RN) of - I (Lu/u) dv. Then (cf. 
sections 6 and 7) and especially Theorem (6.9) and Corollary (7.21) of [ lo]): 
for any (weakly) closed subset F of probability measure of RN, and 
!~IJ $ log ( inf Px(LT E G)) > - in! Z(v) 
TTm XERN 
(2.44’) 
for any (weakly) open G. Again, the distinguishing feature in (2.44) and 
(2.44’) is the uniformity with respect o x E RN. 
(2.45) EXAMPLE. Let N = d = 2 and suppose that V,, I’, E Ci(R2; R2) 
satisfy (1.19) with L = 1 while 
where y E C,“(R’) is rotationally invariant. Further, suppose that @J(X) = 
f ]x12 + Y(x), where YE CT(R2) satisfies supxER2max,,,,,,,Iau~(x)l < co 
and V,,Y=O. Then each of the conditions (l.l), (1.7), (1.13), (1.14), and 
(2.31) is satisfied. In addition, an elementary calculation shows that there is 
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a <E (0, co) such that the associated B(<, i)(= BT(<, 4) in (2.5)) is finite. 
Hence, by Theorems (2.21) and (2.30), there exist T, > 0 and 1 > 0 such 
that II~rllLPcm~4?(m~ = 1 for all T> To and 1 <p < q < co satisfying 
exp(-1(T- To)) < (p - l)/(q - 1). Moreover, if y G 0, then we can take 
To = 0 and, in addition, (2.32) holds. 
(2.46) EXAMPLE. Again, take N = d = 2 and { V,, V,, V,} as in (2.45); 
but this time, take 
Q(x) = (1 + IX12)a’2 (log(l + Ixl’))” 
for some aE [2,co) and bE(-co,co). If a=2 and bE(O,co), then 
B*(t, f) <B exp((y<)“b), C E (0, co), for some B = B, E (0, co) and 
y= yb E (0, co). Hence, when a = 2 and b E (0, co), {P,: T > 0) satisfies 
estimates of the form in (2.24) and (2.25), and when a = 2 and b E (1, co), it 
satisfies an estimate of the form in (2.29). Furthermore, when a = 2 and 
b = 1, the analysis in Section 6 of [2] shows that, in general, {P,: T > 0) is 
not ultrabounded. Finally, for a E (2, co) and b E (-03, co), B,(<, 4) < 
B(l + e), r E (0, ao), for some B E (0, co) and c E (0, co); and so 
(P,: T > O} satisfies an estimate of the form inside the parentheses in (2.29). 
In particular, if either a = 2 and b E (1, co) or a > 2 and b E (-co, co), then 
{P,: T > 0) is given, with respect to m, by a smooth kernel p(T, x, y) 
satisfying (2.42). 
(2.47) EXAMPLE. Let N = d = 2, V, = (1 + x:)~‘~, V, = (1 + xi)““, and 
Q(x) = (1 + ]x]2)“‘2 f or some ,U E [0, l] and v E (0, co). Also, let V,, be as in 
(2.45). If 2,~ + v = 2, then there exist To E [0, co)(= 0 if V,, = 0) and 
L E (0, co) such that ]]PT]]r,,cmJ+L4Cmj = 1 whenever T > To and 
1 <p < q < co satisfy exp(-A(T - To)) < (p - l)/(q - 1). Moreover, if 
2,l+ p > 2, then {P,: T > 0) satisfies an estimate of the form inside the 
parentheses in (2.29) and admits a smooth kernel which satisfies (2.42). 
(2.48)EXAMPLE. Let N=d=2, V,=(A), V2=(j,), V,,=(i), and 
@(xI,x2)=(x:+x1+ 1)x;+.;. Then, once again, each of the conditions 
(l.l), (1.7), (1.13) (1.14), and (2.31) is satisfied. Moreover, there exist B 
(0, co) and a E [ 1, co) such that B(<, i) < B(l + <“), {E (0, co). Thus 
{P,: T > 0) satisfies an estimate of the form inside the parentheses in (2.29) 
and admits a smooth kernel which satisfies (2.42). 
(2.49) Remark. Much of what we have done here transfers to 
Riemannian manifolds which have “bounded geometry.” However, we have 
not been able to make a satisfactory connection between properties like 
ultraboundedness and purely geometric quantities. 
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